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■	 Section	1
  Introduction

1.1 Acknowledgement

1.1.1 These Guidance Notes were developed by Lloyd’s 
Register Consulting Ltd.

1.2 General

1.2.1 Lloyd’s Register’s Rules and Regulations for the 
Classification of Offshore Units (hereinafter referred to as the 
Rules for Offshore Units) require the risks of cryogenic release 
on personnel and assets to be assessed by the Owners/
Designers. This is then used as a design basis for the offshore 
unit. It is usually not feasible to design an offshore unit for 
the worst case scenario, and as credible scenarios cannot be 
uniquely defined, the Rules for Offshore Units allow for the 
dimensioning of cryogenic loads to be based on probabilistic 
risk assessment techniques.

1.2.2 These Guidance Notes provide a methodology to 
establish risk based cryogenic exposure based on such a 
probabilistic approach (cryogenic risk). The methodology 
is applicable to any offshore unit where hydrocarbon and 
refrigerant cryogenic hazards are relevant, but includes 
special guidelines on how to include and handle leak scenarios 
specific to Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) plants.

1.2.3 The Guidance Notes describe two different methods for 
cryogenic risk quantification:
• The Initial Cryogenic Risk Analysis (ICRA), suitable for early                                                                            
project phases or establishing highlevel sensitivities.
• The Advanced Cryogenic Risk Analysis (ACRA), suitable 
for detailed cryogenic risk quantification and Cryogenic Spill 
Protection (CSP) optimisation.

1.2.4 The most common result from cryogenic risk analyses 

is the cryogenic load exceedance frequency contours versus 
time per area. From these contours, the dimensioning 
cryogenic exposure can be derived by applying the frequency 
cut-off acceptance criteria. The main benefit from applying 
a risk based approach is that it allows for identification of 
cryogenic design loads exposure that can meet a given 
acceptance criterion for structural impairment.

1.2.5 Currently, the most common cryogenic analysis 
performed onshore but also in offshore units is the ICRA, 
which is based on 2D integral models (free field) to estimate 
cryogenic liquid and vapour hazard zones. The ACRA is a more 
advanced cryogenic risk method with 3D Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) models developed to incorporate detailed 
Oil&Gas facility specifics (e.g. confinement and congestion) 
in the cryogenic risk assessments. With the ACRA, heat 
transfer data to the structural elements suitable for 3D CSP 
optimization assessment can be provided.

1.2.6  For CSP, structural response risk based approaches 
can be applied from the principles as outlined in the Guidance 
Notes. The Guidance Notes describe different approaches 
to produce structural redundancy calculations based on the 
ICRA and the ACRA studies for CSP Optimisation.

1.2.7  The Guidance Notes are based on the principles of 
the UK’s Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and Norwegian’s 
Norsk Sokkels Konkuransepossion (NORSOK) procedures but 
extended based on Lloyd’s Register project experience (e.g. 
FLNGs) and adapted to the context of the Rules for Offshore 
Units.

1.2.8  The Guidance Notes are independent of a formal 
Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA), but require input on leak 
scenarios that usually is taken from the QRA. In cases where 
a QRA is performed, it is recommended that the cryogenic 
analysis is performed according to these Guidance Notes as 
an integrated part of the QRA. Alternatively, the analyst should 
be able to integrate the cryogenic results into the QRA at a 
later stage (if necessary)

1.2.9  Compliance with these Guidance Notes is not a 
classification requirement.

1.3 Abbreviations

ACRA Advanced Cryogenic Risk Analysis

ACSPO Advanced Cryogenic Spill Protection 
Optimisation

ALARP As Low As Reasonably Practicable

CAPEX Capital Expenditure

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
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CSP Cryogenic Spill Protection

DTBTT Ductile To Brittle Transition Temperature

EPA Emergency Preparedness Assessment

FAR Fatal Accidental Rate

FEM Finite Element Method

FLNG Floating Liquefied Natural Gas

HSE Health and Safety Executive

HSL Health and Safety Laboratory

ICRA Initial Cryogenic Risk Analysis

ICSPO Initial Cryogenic Spill Protection Optimisation

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas

MR Mixed Refrigerants

NFPA National Fire Protection Association

NORSOK Norsk Sokkels Konkuranseposisjon

OPEX Operational Expenditure

QRA Quantitative Risk Analysis

SCE Safety Critical Elements

TR Temporary Refuge

UK United Kingdom

■		 Section	2
  Basic Prerequisites

2.1 General

2.1.1  The basic prerequisites needed to perform a 
probabilistic cryogenic assessment according to these
Guidance Notes are:
• Description of all relevant cryogenic segments formed of 
pipework systems, sub-systems, equipment and pressure 
vessels, with their composition, pressure and  temperature, so 
that leak rates with associated frequencies can be estimated, 
both in gaseous and liquefied phases. These can be found 
from a QRA or by a specific analysis.  
• Transient leak rates for different leak sizes for all process 
segment volumes enclosed between shut-down valves. The 
transient leak rates should be based on time to leak detection, 
isolation and blow-down of the segment.
• Defined receptors for cryogenic calculations of asset and 
personnel risk, e.g. load bearing structural members, large 
equipment, primary escape routes. 
• Wind statistics for the field where the unit will be stationed for 
cryogenic vapour gas dispersion.
• Metocean data for the field to allow vessel motions, 
inclinations and accelerations to be considered.
• Risk acceptance criteria in terms of cut-off frequency for 
cryogenic loads or response.
• Cryogenic exposure temperature criterion for cryogenic 

hazard zone estimation.
• A 3D-geometry model of the offshore unit for cryogenic risk 
analysis with CFD.
• Material characteristics for CSP and structural redundancy 
analyses, weight reports and structural models.
• General arrangement drawing providing details of steelwork 
and scantlings for CSP analyses.

■  Section	3  
  Accidental Cryogenic Events

3.1  Release of LNG

3.1.1 The loss of containment of LNG can result in a range of 
scenarios, but is basically limited to liquid jet, two-phase jet and 
an evaporating pool, depending on the physical properties of the 
liquid and the ambient conditions. These scenarios constitute the 
source term for the cryogenic LNG accidental events. The physics 
of these releases are complicated. Therefore, the intention of these 
Guidance Notes is only to identify the most important aspects that 
should be addressed. 

3.1.2  The composition of LNG varies considerably and it is 
normal to use the physical properties of pure methane, the main 
constituent of LNG. Due to its low critical point (190,5°K) methane 
is liquefied by cooling to its normal boiling point at 111,7°K. It 
is usually stored at this temperature and close to atmospheric 
pressure but may be pressurised as part of the run-down system 
and when discharging into a gas carrier.  It is common to have LNG 
process streams with pressures above 2barg, hence LNG liquid jets/
sprays are possible accidental releases which need to be considered 
by the designer.  

3.1.3  When the LNG is released, it will be heated and start to 
boil/evaporate at a rate determined by the heat transfer from the 
surroundings. The boiling rate will be governed by the occurrence 
of film, transition or nucleate boiling (see Figure 1), which will 
be affected by the composition of the LNG during the release 
(preferential boiling).   More details can be found in Bøe paper “Pool 
boiling of hydrocarbon mixtures on water” Ref/1/.

3.1.4  The main processes to be considered given an LNG 
release scenario are:
• jets (liquid and two-phase);
• pool formation and rain out;
• pool spread and evaporation.

Guidance Notes for Risk Based Analysis: Cryogenic Spill, August 2015
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Figure 1: Boiling Heat Flux Curve

3.1.5 In some cases, other processes such as roll-over in 
tanks, Rapid Phase Transitions and water ingress in LNG 
tanks may be important. In addition, vessel motions need to 
be considered in the analysis.  These processes are outside 
the scope of these Guidance Notes. Ref. /2/ can be consulted 
for further advice on how to treat these phenomena.

3.1.6  Jet. The following three jet cases are the most 
important to consider:
(a)  Stable liquid jet: Occurs when the liquid is sub-cooled 
and at near atmospheric pressure, so no droplet break-up or 
spray is formed. The flow will, on the whole, remain liquid until 
it encounters a solid or a liquid surface where boiling will start 
at a rate determined by the heat flux from the surface. 
(b)  Droplet spray: Occurs when the liquid is below its 
ambient pressure boiling point (111.7°K), but at an elevated 
pressure sufficient for break-up to occur and a spray to be  
formed. Due to the large surface of the droplets the heat 
transfer from the adjacent air will be sufficient to vaporise 
some, most or all of the liquid before the drops hit the deck 
(or solid obstacle) and can form a pool.  The effect of wind 
velocity on this type of jet can be considerable on cryogenic 
vapour propagation.
(c)  Two-phase jet: The liquid is at a significant pressure 
and a temperature above its ambient boiling point. In such a 
case, part of the liquid will vaporise very rapidly and form a 
two-phase jet. Such scenarios represent loss of containment 
of LNG leaks at an elevated (pump) pressure and heated to its 
saturated vapour temperature at that pressure. The scenario 
to consider will be the dispersion of a two-phase jet followed 
by an aerosol cloud.
3.1.7 Pool formation and rain-out
(a)  Liquid rain-out from a two-phase jet may add to the 
mass  of a pool but is generally difficult to predict. For LNG jets, 
the atomisation of the liquid may not produce sufficiently small 
droplets to prevent rain-out and the droplets may contribute 

to the pool size (source term). The rain-out is determined by 
the vaporisation of the droplets which increases as the droplet 
size is reduced. However, the thermodynamic model most 
often used for modelling the jet (the homogeneous equilibrium 
model) does not give (or require) any information of the droplet 
sizes, thereby preventing prediction of rain-out.
 (b)  An LNG pool can be formed by an instant release such 
as catastrophic vessel/pipe failure or from a continuous release 
from a liquid jet impinging on a surface (e.g. steel structure, 
deck or sea). In either case the pool will extract heat from the 
surface and vaporise. The surface will cool and with time the 
liquid will flow further from the point of initial impingement, 
creating an increasing LNG pool. If the LNG impinges on a 
liquid surface such as water, it may penetrate the surface, 
resulting in an increased heat transfer and vaporisation rate, 
and potentially in a rapid phase transition.

3.1.8  Pool spread and vaporisation

(a)  For pools spreading on decks and flat surfaces, the 
important factors to consider are the mass flow of the liquid 
source, the resistance to the flow, which may differ on solid 
surfaces and on water, and most importantly, if drip trays, 
bunds and drainage systems are present and these could 
constrain the spread of the pool. The thermal properties 
of the surface (steel structure, deck or water) and the heat 
transfer properties from the surroundings to the pool strongly 
influence the liquid spread, both by loss of LNG due to boiling 
and by increasing the area of frost, thereby facilitating the pool 
spread. 
(b)  If an LNG storage tank is holed below the water line, 
sea water may, depending on the difference in hydrostatic 
pressure between the tank’s content and the sea level, enter 
the tank, resulting in a very large heat transfer from the water 
to the LNG. This will result in vapour generation within the 
LNG tank with potential for a rapid increase in pressure. If the 
tank overpressure build-up cannot be vented out by the vent 
system and through the hole below water line, tank rupture 
may occur with more severe consequences. However, the 
consequence of LNG escaping through the hole resulting 
in rapid phase transition, and localised overpressure, could 
be considered as or more severe. Also, the escaping LNG, 
being buoyant, may form a pool on the water surface and 
the very rapid boiling as it rises through the water should be 
considered, in addition to the vapour generation from the pool 
on the sea surface.
(c)  In large LNG spills where the composition is mainly 
methane (e.g., 95 per cent) it is for most purposes acceptable 
to model LNG as a one component mixture (methane or 
natural gas mixture - assuming an average molecular weight) 
unless the simple approach does not affect the likelihood 
of film boiling significantly and the actual LNG composition 
needs to be modelled. Phenomena like film versus transition 

Section	3
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boiling should be considered. 
(d)  In general, the important feature determining the 
vaporisation of LNG pools is the heat transfer to the pool from 
the surroundings, dominated by any surface with which the 
liquid is in contact, at least until late in the pool spread. A 
proper description of the solid substrate properties is therefore 
important.
(e)  The United Kingdom HSE issued a state-of-the-
art review of LNG source term modelling, Ref. /2/, which 
summarises the experimental tests available for cryogenic risk 
analysis and LNG source term validation (integral methods 
and CFD). The experimental tests are so far scarce, hence 
scientific assessment is required. 

3.2 Other cryogenic releases: refrigerants

3.2.1 The production of LNG requires heat exchange between 
the natural gas and refrigerants to cool down the natural gas 
down to liquefaction temperatures, which is accomplished 
by a number of technologies such as the Mixed Refrigerant 
process (MR). Cryogenic leaks from the refrigeration circuits 
also need to be analysed and the risks to personnel and the 
asset quantified.

3.2.2 All the commonly used liquefaction technologies use 
hydrocarbons in the refrigeration process and the composition 
of the refrigerants is optimised to match the natural gas cooling 
curve to increase the efficiency of the process. Alternative 
refrigerants , such as nitrogen as used in a Brayton cycle, 
are sought to prevent possible flammable atmospheres out 
of a HC refrigerant spill and reduce the flare load in case of 
emergency shutdown. 

3.3 LNG modelling: state-of-the-art

3.3.1 The state of the art of LNG modelling for safety studies 
(source term and vapour dispersion) presents a different 
degree of maturity. The following two references give an 
overview.

3.3.2 The HSL issued a Model Evaluation Protocol (MEP) for 
safety assessment of LNG facilities Ref. /3/. The MEP was 
developed to qualify vapour dispersion models for safety 
studies according to National Fire Protections Association 
(NFPA) 59A.  Different integral models and CFD codes are 
now approved by NFPA to estimate LFL safety distances.

3.3.3 Less research has been carried out in developing and 
testing models for the sources of LNG spills compared to 
vapour dispersion models. The United Kingdom HSE state-
of-the-art review of LNG source term modelling, Ref. /2/, is 
recommended for detailed information and evaluation of 
different LNG source models. 

	■	 Section	4
  Cryogenic Hazards

4.1 General

4.1.1 This section addresses the cryogenic spills for 
unignited hydrocarbon accidental events and refrigerant 
cryogenic releases. Fires and explosions from a cryogenic 
accidental event due to early or late ignition are addressed 
in the “Guidance Notes for the calculation of Probabilistic 
Explosion Loads” Ref./4/ and “Guidance Notes for Fire 
Loadings and Protection” Ref./5/ and are not discussed in 
these Guidance Notes.

4.1.2 The main hazards to be considered given a cryogenic 
release scenario can be divided in two main categories: 
Hazards for the asset and hazards for personnel. The 
cryogenic risk study needs to analyse the risks to both.

4.2 Cryogenic hazards for assets:

(a)  The main hazards from cryogenic leaks to the assets 
are listed in Table 1. Carbon steel embrittlement due to 
cryogenic spills is the main concern, since it could lead to 
brittle fracture of main carbon steel structural elements with 
an eventual collapse of the structure and escalation of the 
initial accidental release to a catastrophic event. 
(b)  Suitable mitigation and/or protective measures for the 
parts of the hull, decks and support structures which may be 
exposed to cryogenic leaks shall be evaluated.

Table 1: Cryogenic Hazards for Assets

4.3 Cryogenic hazards for personnel:

(a)  The main hazards to personnel are listed in Table 2. The 
main concern of an uncontrolled release of low temperature 
liquids and vapours is direct exposure of personnel, leading 
to immediate cryogenic burns, internal damage due to cold 
vapour inhalation and asphyxiation.
(b)  Also the evaporation of liquids and the dispersion of 
low temperature vapours might prevent personnel to access 
main escape routes and refuge areas. Therefore, a cryogenic 

Sections	3	&	4

Hazard Description

Carbon Steel 
Embrittlement

Carbon Steel loses it’s ductility and becomes brittle when 
exposed to cryogenic vapour or liquid heat transfer loads (e.g. 
LNG). Hence the capacity of the structure might be impaired. 
Typical Ductile to Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT) for low 
carbon steel design temperature is -40C.

High Heat Transfer 
Cooling Rates

Direct contact of LNG with structural steel rapidly cools the 
steel below the embrittlement temperature and safety meas-
ures such as early detection, isolation and blowdown might not 
to be able to manage the cryogenic hazard in the immediate 
area of the release. Because the cryogenic damage might be 
complete close to the release, such safety measures might only 
mitigate the cryogenic exposure to larger areas. 
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event could restrict the safe evacuation of the installation. 

Table 2:  Cryogenic Hazards for Personnel

■		 Section	5
	 	 Cryogenic	Risk	Qualification

5.1 General

5.1.1 This section describes two different methods for 
cryogenic risk quantification: the Initial Cryogenic Risk 
Analysis (ICRA) and the Advanced Cryogenic Risk Analysis 
(ACRA). Their suitability depends on the objective of the 
cryogenic analysis (high-level assessment or detailed study), 
e.g. the ICRA for concept selection phases and the ACRA for 
design optimisation.

5.2 Initial cryogenic risk analysis (ICRA)

5.2.1 About the method

5.2.1.1 The ICRA is a cryogenic risk analysis that combines the 
cryogenic leak frequencies with hazard zones calculated with 
2D based integral methods (unobstructed/free field accidental 
events). The method is mainly suitable for early cryogenic risk 
quantification, where high-level cryogenic risk quantification 
might be sufficient at early stages of the design (e.g. concept 
selection). 

5.2.1.2 At early design stages (e.g. concept selection), 
changes to the layout and platform specific details are still 
being made, hence the ICRA might be used as a preliminary 
method to estimate qualitative or semi-quantitative cryogenic 
risks for different concepts/layouts. 

5.2.1.3 The owner/designer needs to be aware that the 
cryogenic hazard zones with 2D based integral methods will 
be estimated as free field unobstructed releases. Offshore 
units are highly congested, confined and the presence of 
large items of equipment and support structures could alter 
the cryogenic hazard zones, which are effects that will not be 
captured by 2D integral methods. Conservative assumptions 
need to be in place. 

5.2.1.4 The ICRA method can be used for onshore and 
offshore installations as long as conservative assumptions 
are applied in case the suitability of 2D integral methods for 
the installation considered is questioned. If the uncertainty is 
too large, more advanced cryogenic risk analysis should be 
considered. 

5.2.2 Modelling aspects and assumptions

5.2.2.1 The experimental data available for validation of 
integral methods is limited; hence the selection of the integral 
method needs to be assessed with care. The UK HSE Ref. /2/ 
lists several integral methods available for the ICRA. 

5.2.2.2 A cryogenic liquid can go through three different 
boiling regimes while spreading on board or water: film 
boiling, transition boiling and nucleate boiling (see 3.1.3). The 
boiling regime, which is dependent on the initial heat energy 
of the material being cooled down and its remaining energy 
at each instant of time, dictates the evaporation rate, hence 
the vapour cloud from the pool. The assumptions related to 
the evaporation rate shall be reported and their impact on the 
results estimated. 

5.2.3 Cryogenic failure cases

5.2.3.1 The potential leak scenarios and their corresponding 
leak frequencies will be usually taken from QRA studies. From 
the leak scenarios in the QRA, only those with cryogenic risk 
potential are to be considered in the analysis. A cryogenic 
event is defined as a spill with the potential to lead to brittle 
fracture and escalation of the initial event (asset risk) and/or 
fatalities due to personnel exposure to extreme cold, cold 
vapour inhalation and/or  asphyxiation (personnel risk). 

5.2.3.2 The frequency of an accidental cryogenic event is 
higher than explosion and fire (for the same HC spill) because 
both fire and explosions require ignition to occur (the ignition 
probability needs to be taken into account in the accidental 
frequency calculations for fire and explosions). However, risk 
is the combination of frequency and consequence, and the 
cryogenic consequence needs to be evaluated to identify the 
overall risk driver.

5.2.3.3 The design of an offshore unit would need to address 
the risk of fire, explosions and cryogens in a holistic approach, 
rather than independently from each other. The LR Guidance 
Notes for Fire Loadings and Protection, Guidance Notes for 
the Calculation of Probabilistic Explosion Loads and these 
Guidance Notes for Cryogenic Analysis support the holistic 
design process.

Sections	4	&	5

Hazard Description

Extreme Cold
Exposure of personnel to cryogenic liquids and vapours can 
cause cryogenic burns (similar to thermal burn) and frostbite. 
Ref/ 6/. 

Cold Vapour 
Inhalation

Inhaling cold vapour can damage lungs and may trigger asthma 
attacks in susceptible individuals.

Asphyxiation
Air contains 21% oxygen (O2). If the O2 concentration falls be-
low 17%, muscular coordination diminishes. Between 6-12%, 
nausea, paralysis, collapse and unconsciousness occur. At 
concentrations below 6%, death occurs within 6-8min. Ref. /7/.
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5.2.4 Leakage

5.2.4.1 Leak frequency and rate

5.2.4.1.1 For ICRA to be representative, all credible accidental 
cryogenic releases in both vapour and liquid phases, shall be 
considered in the analysis. It is especially critical for cryogenic 
asset risk to have a good representation of all liquid leaks 
(pools and sprays) in the area, due to the quick cooling of any 
structural elements in contact with a cryogenic liquid. 

5.2.4.1.2 The basis for the leak frequency distribution is a 
discrete or continuous distribution of hole sizes. Based on the 
pressures, temperatures and compositions in each segment, 
the initial leak rates for all hole sizes in each segment are 
calculated and classified in different leak rate categories. 
The initial leak rate categories used in the ICRA should be 
sufficiently narrow to avoid miss representation of the 
cryogenic risk due to large differences between the classes. 
The upper cut-off should reflect the maximum credible leak 
rates, usually being a pipe rupture. A minimum of 9 different 
leak rates should be modelled in the frequency distribution; 
however, the analysis will be more robust if a larger number 
of leak rates are modelled. In explosion risk analysis, it is 
common to use 18 or more to represent the explosion risk. 

5.2.4.2 Transient leak modelling

5.2.4.2.1 The development of the cryogenic spill from an initial  
leak is a time dependent process. Accordingly, for all initial 
leak rate categories for all segments, the corresponding time 
dependent (transient) leak rates shall be calculated taking into 
account the pressure drop due to blow-down as well as time 
until isolation of the segment. For cryogenic pool events, the 
presence of drip trays, bunded areas and drainage capacity 
should be assessed and assumptions in place due to their 
effect on the duration and extension of the cryogenic hazard 
zone.

5.2.4.2.2 If a limited number of scenarios are selected as 
representative, the variation in inventory, phase, pressure 
and temperature must be properly reflected.  The choice of 
representative segments should be conservative, so that 
a higher risk estimate is expected than if all segments were 
modelled in detail. 

5.2.4.3 Location and direction of leak

5.2.4.3.1 A sufficient number of leak locations should be 
considered to cover different scenarios, e.g., leaks in the 
midship area and sides, leak directions, pool locations, etc. 
For liquid jet leaks, at least one leak location associated with 
pressurised cryogenic high leak frequency equipment with 

6 jet directions should be considered. However, symmetry/
similarity considerations may be used to reduce the number 
of scenarios and leak locations. 

5.2.4.3.2 To estimate the cryogenic risk to personnel and 
assuming a weathervaning offshore unit, it is recommended 
that at least 3-5 different wind conditions should be assessed 
for all investigated leak rates because the different cryogenic 
vapour cloud hazard distance under different wind conditions 
could have an impact on the cryogenic risk estimation. If 
only one wind condition is modelled, this shall be the wind 
condition that leads to the most conservative hazard distance.

5.2.5 Consequence modelling: 2D methods

5.2.5.1 Consequence modelling tools such as 2D based 
integral methods are used for cryogenic hazard zone estimation 
in the ICRA. These 2D models reproduce experimental tests 
using simplified algebraic equations, and ad hoc equations 
are added to predict scenarios that are slightly different from 
experimental tests. Figure 2 shows the cryogenic hazard zone 
result from a 2D integral model.

5.2.5.2 These 2D based integral models are used in early 
phases of offshore projects where fundamental changes to 
the layout and platform specific details are still being made 
(e.g. concept selection phases). Hence they tend to be used 
for quick qualitative or semi-quantitative comparison of 
cryogenic risks for different concepts/layouts. They can also 
be used for quick qualitative sensitivities. 

5.2.5.3 In onshore facilities, 2D based integral methods 
tend to be used throughout all the project phases, since the 
simplifications inherent to integral methods are less critical 
onshore than offshore. Onshore facilities are located in 
larger sites than offshore installations, with less confinement/
congestion and much more space for personnel to evacuate. 
Integral methods model high pressure releases as an 
unobstructed jet (see Figure 2), therefore the interaction 
between the offshore unit equipment and the cryogenic spill 
is not captured.

5.2.5.4 Offshore facilities are highly congested and confined 
by decks and/or bulkheads, hence free jets are highly unlikely 
in offshore topside modules. Current practice considers that 
a free jet cryogenic hazard zone with integral methods (as 
opposed to an obstructed jet) will lead to conservative hazard 
zone estimations, adequate enough for early project phases.

5.2.5.5 The analyst needs to be aware that carrying out a 
cryogenic risk analysis with 2D integral methods (e.g. free jets) 
or simpler methods might result in the cryogenic risk picture 
not being representative of the offshore unit, due to the 

Section	5
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simplifications embedded in the integral tool method. Hence, 
some corrections might be required to adjust the cryogenic 
hazards zones. Some well-known simplifications of integral 
methods are:
• Interaction between the cryogenic spill and equipment is 
omitted in integral methods
• Interaction between wind effects and the cryogenic spill is 
not captured
• The effect of superstructures on heavy cryogenic vapour 
dispersion or pool spreading is not captured.

5.2.5.6 Even though, below the leak source where a pool may 
be formed, drip trays and/or special materials that tolerates 
cryogenic spillage (including a proper drainage system) are 
likely to be placed, the analyst also needs to consider potential 
cryogenic low pressure spills dripping down from upper open 
grid decks to lower plated decks, since the frequency of 
exposure of lower structures to cryogenic liquid leaks from 
higher elevations would increase. The lower plated deck and 
the topside supporting structures would need to be designed 
to withstand such cryogenic exposure. 

5.2.5.7 Any ad hoc corrections made by the analyst to the 
hazard zones estimated with integral methods (e.g. to 
incorporate the presence of equipment, decks, bulkheads, 
drip trays, bunds, drainage systems) shall be documented and 
justified in detail in the assumption section of the ICRA report. 

5.2.5.8 Because such ad hoc corrections could have 
significant impact on the cryogenic risk quantification results, 
it is important that a subject matter specialist reviews and 
verifies the integral method consequence results prior to its 
use in the cryogenic risk quantification activity.

5.2.5.9 The integral method used to estimate vapour, 
sprays and pool hazard zones need to be described in the 
analysis. If the consequence model does not incorporate 
spray modelling, the designer or analyst shall justify the 
method used to estimate the hazard zone of a high pressure 
liquid or 2-phase release, and an assumption describing the 
approximation made included in the assumption section of 
the ICRA report.

5.2.5.10 It is noted that for FLNGs, cryogenic spills will be in 
the liquid phase with the LNG composition being considered 
pure methane. However, for offshore units, a number of 
other cryogenic releases might need to be considered and 
consequence models suitable for multi-component 2-phase 
releases should be used.

Figure 2: Temperature iso-contour ( minus 40°C) 
Hazard Zone with Integral Model

5.2.5.11 The extent of the cryogenic hazard zone for 
personnel using integral methods is normally defined 
by cryogenic burn potential, cold vapour inhalation and 
asphyxiation. For cryogenic burns and cold vapour 
inhalation, the hazard zone is the area exposed to 
temperatures below a defined temperature criterion at which 
the tissue is assumed to be damaged (different threshold 
values might be used for cryogenic vapour and liquid). 
For asphyxiation, the hazard zone is defined as the area 
where the oxygen concentration is below a defined oxygen 
concentration criterion at which personnel incapacitation is 
assumed to start. 

5.2.5.12 The cryogenic hazard zones for the asset is 
defined based on the time to ductile to brittle transition 
temperature (DTBTT) of the materials. In the ICRA, the time 
for a structural element to reach the DTBTT when it gets 
in contact with a cryogenic liquid spill is considered  near 
instantaneous, whereas a cryogenic vapour cloud will cool 
down the structure more slowly. For structures in contact 
with the cryogenic vapour cloud, the cryogenic hazard zone 
needs to take into account the duration of the exposure to 
a temperature threshold value. Because integral methods 
do not incorporate the presence of any structural element 
in the modelling, and the cooling of the structure cannot 
be calculated, the time to DTBTT for a structural element in 
contact with a cryogenic vapour cloud needs to be assumed. 

5.2.5.13 The criteria used in the cryogenic analysis to 
estimate the hazard zones with integral methods shall be 
specified in the assumption section of the ICRA report, 
justified and with references to industry guidance and/or 
regulations given.
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5.2.6 Risk assessment: 2D contours

5.2.6.1  Risk assessment for personnel

5.2.6.1.1 The cryogenic analysis needs to address the risks 
to personnel due to any of the hazards described in Table 
2. An estimate of the frequency of personnel incapacitation 
per manned area and unavailability of escape routes shall 
be calculated combining the cryogenic hazard zones with 
integral methods with the cryogenic leak frequencies. 

5.2.6.1.2 The fatal accident rate (FAR) in manned areas of 
the offshore unit due to a cryogenic spill, see Table 2, needs 
to be estimated per manned area (including all manned 
deck elevations and platforms). The cryogenic risk results 
for personnel (e.g. FAR) then shall be compared against 
the project acceptance criteria and mitigating measures 
recommended for as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP) 
process. 

5.2.6.1.3 The unavailability of personnel access ways, 
escape routes and temporary refuge (TR) areas due to any of 
the hazards listed in Table 2 needs to be quantified as well 
since the presence of cryogenic hazards on escape routes 
would prevent evacuation of personnel to safe location. 
The impairment of the escape routes from each deck and 
platform level needs to be estimated for each cryogenic 
event because the crew might access different escape routes 
at different levels to reach TR during an emergency situation.

5.2.6.1.4 Cryogenic exposure frequency contours (such as 
Figure 3) versus time should be considered: the extent of 
the cryogenic hazards zone of an uncontrolled high pressure 
release of low temperature liquids (sprays) is maximised 
almost instantly, but for low pressure liquid releases 
(pools), the extent of the cryogenic hazard zone increases 
with time as the pool spreads. Hence cryogenic exposure 
consequence versus time should be monitored. This is due 
to the transient nature of the accidental cryogenic spill, 
where jets/sprays might dominate the cryogenic risk at early 
stages and pools later on. The cryogenic exposure frequency 
results versus time are also valuable for the emergency 
preparedness assessment (EPA).

5.2.6.1.5 The results from the ICRA for personnel would 
need to be fed back into the QRA of the offshore unit. The 
contribution of the cryogenic risks for personnel compared to 
other facility risks (e.g. fire, explosion) is to be quantified and 
the overall risk driver of the facility identified, giving input to 
the design and the as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP) 
process.

5.2.6.1.6 As part of the cryogenic risk analysis, with or 

without a QRA update, recommendations and mitigating 
measures need to be proposed to reduce the cryogenic 
personnel risk to ALARP levels. 

Figure 3: Example of a cryogenic exposure frequency 
contour (Personnel Risk)

5.2.6.2  Risk assessment for the asset

5.2.6.2.1 The greatest risk for the asset in the event of an 
uncontrolled release of cryogenic liquids and to a less extent 
vapours is potential loss of main load bearing structures due 
to structural brittle fracture. Collapse of main load bearing 
structures could lead to loss of TR safety critical rooms, 
escape ways and collapse of decks/equipment leading to 
escalation of the initial event to a larger accident (potentially 
catastrophic). Hence, the risks of potential brittle fracture of 
the structure and how quick the structural steel would reach 
the DTBTT (see Table 1) needs to be considered.

5.2.6.2.2 In the ICRA, due to the simplified nature of 
the consequence tools used (2D integral methods), the 
time to DTBTT normally becomes an assumption. As a 
consequence, the ICRA for asset is a qualitative guidance 
on which areas might require CSP to prevent escalation 
potential. If more quantitative risk results are required, more 
advanced techniques would be required.

5.2.6.2.3 In the ICRA, rule sets are assumed to specify the 
time to DTBTT for liquid and vapour exposure. For example, 
the time to DTBTT for a structure in contact with a cryogenic 
liquid might be assumed to be near instantaneous. For 
vapour exposure, a minimum exposure duration (e.g. 5min, 
10min, 20min) is required to cool down a structure to DTBTT. 

5.2.6.2.4 Similarly to personnel cryogenic risk, the asset 
risk is calculated by combining the cryogenic hazard zones 
with integral methods for the asset/structure with the 
cryogenic leak frequencies. Cryogenic exposure frequency 
assessments versus time (e.g. contours such as Figure 
4 should be considered to include cryogenic liquid pool 
spreading versus time. 
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Figure 4: Example of a cryogenic exposure frequency 
contour (Asset Risk)

5.2.6.2.5 The cryogenic exposure frequencies on safety 
critical elements (SCEs) need to be estimated as well. For 
that purpose, cryogenic exceedance curves (frequency 
versus duration of cryogenic exposure) need to be calculated 
to obtain the frequency of cryogenic exposure of the SCE 
considered.

5.2.6.2.6 The results from the ICRA for the asset would need 
to be incorporated in the QRA of the facility to reflect the risk 
of escalation due to structural failure in the event trees. The 
contribution of the cryogenic asset risks compared to other 
facility risks should be quantified to identify the overall risk 
driver, give input to the design and the ALARP process. Also, 
the cryogenic exposure frequency results versus time are 
valuable for the EPA study.

5.2.6.2.7 As part of the cryogenic risk analysis, with or 
without a QRA update, recommendations and mitigating 
measures need to be proposed to reduce the cryogenic 
asset risk to an ALARP level. 

5.2.6.2.8 The designer/owner needs to be aware that 
mitigating measures aimed at reducing the cryogenic risk 
(e.g. CSP) could have adverse effects on other facility risks 
(e.g. explosion). A holistic approach to risk quantification and 
risk mitigating measures for the facility should be considered. 
The LR Guidance Notes for the Calculation of Probabilistic 
Explosion Loads, Ref./4/, Guidance Notes for Fire Loadings 
and Protection, Ref./5/ and these Guidance Notes provide 
the designer/owner with a framework that can be used for 
overall risk quantification. 

5.3  Advanced cryogenic risk analysis  
  (ACRA)

5.3.1 About the method

5.3.1.1 The ACRA is a method applicable to any offshore 
and onshore unit. It combines cryogenic leak frequencies 
with consequence hazard zones from 3D CFD simulations 
to improve the quantification of the cryogenic risk, identify 
mitigating measures and optimize the CSP coverage in the 
cryogenic hazardous areas of the oil and gas installation.

5.3.1.2 The advanced method is recommended when the 
assumptions inherent to integral methods are too severe, the 
assumptions themselves have a significant impact on the 

cryogenic risk results or more detailed cryogenic risk results 
are sought. It is also recommended for detailed engineering 
phases, such as detailed design, operational or even FEED, 
where the designer/owner is after an optimized design to 
reduce the CAPEX/OPEX. 

5.3.1.3 The ACRA is suited where the cryogenic liquid 
spreading and vapour dispersion are affected by the 
presence of structures, equipment, barriers and wind 
conditions. The use of CFD to estimate cryogenic hazard 
zones taking into account offshore unit specifics, such as the 
layout,  could identify risks otherwise missed with integral 
methods. Also, because CFD incorporates the offshore 
structures in the modelling, the cryogenic heat transfer to 
the structures can be calculated and the time to DTBTT 
estimated for structural analysis. 

5.3.1.4  Sandia National Laboratories Ref. /8/ recommended 
CFD models to be used to improve hazard analysis, the 
consequences and risks when there could be personnel 
and property safety issues. The use of CFD reduces the 
uncertainties of simpler models when calculating pool 
spreading and vapour dispersion estimates and accounts for 
spill/structure interactions. 

5.3.1.5 The technology and approach of the ACRA is 
consistent with the Guidance Notes for the Calculation of 
Probabilistic Explosion Loads, Ref./4/, and the advanced 
methods described in the Guidance Notes for Fire Loadings 
and Protection, Ref./5/.
 
5.3.2 Modelling aspects

5.3.2.1 The ACRA is a CFD based methodology which 
requires specifying a calculation domain for the estimation 
of the cryogenic hazard zones. The calculation domain shall 
be large enough to ensure the computational hazard zones 
are not influenced by the location of the artificial domain 
boundaries (e.g. free field wind boundaries). 

5.3.2.2 The computational grid size should be refined to 
capture adequately high gradients of any flow variable critical 
to estimate accurately the cryogenic hazard zone exposure. 
For example, these gradients govern the cryogenic liquid 
spreading and the vapour and spray dispersion; hence 
the hazard zones. Ad hoc mesh refinements might be 
required based on an initial set of simulations to increase the 
accuracy of the hazard zone exposure and heat transfer to 
the structures.

5.3.2.3 Pool spreading models which solve the full set of 
mass, momentum, energy and species partial differential 
equations with detailed 3D CFD are available. However, 
one computation with the full set of equations is both 
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computationally and timely demanding. Instead of resolving 
the full set of partial differential equations, it is common in 
cryogenic risk analysis to estimate the pool spreading with 
2D shallow water models and couple them to full 3D CFD 
vapour dispersion models.

5.3.2.4 As described in earlier sections, a cryogenic liquid 
can go through different boiling regimes while spreading 
on board or water. The analysis should describe how the 
different regimes are taken into account in the advanced 
cryogenic risk analysis with CFD and any assumption 
related to boiling and evaporation rates documented. 

5.3.3 Leakage

5.3.3.1 Leak frequency and rate

5.3.3.1.1 For the ACRA to be representative, all credible 
cryogenic releases in both vapour and liquid phases shall 
be considered in the analysis. It is especially critical for 
cryogenic asset risk to have a good representation of all 
liquid leaks (pool and jets/sprays) in the area, due to the 
quick cooling of the structural elements when in contact 
with the cryogenic liquid. 

5.3.3.1.2 The basis for the leak frequency distribution is 
a discrete or continuous distribution of hole sizes. Based 
on the pressures, temperatures and compositions in each 
segment, the initial leak rates for all hole sizes in each 
segment are calculated and classified in different leak 
rate categories. The initial leak rate categories used in 
the analysis should be sufficiently narrow to avoid miss 
representation of the cryogenic risk due to large differences 
between the classes. The upper cut-off should reflect the 
maximum credible leak rates, usually being a pipe rupture. A 
minimum of 9 different leak rates should be modelled in the 
frequency distribution, however, from experience it is seen 
that the results are more robust if a larger number of leak 
rates are modelled. It is therefore recommended to seek to 
model a higher number of leak rates, say 18 or more, unless 
one can ensure that the  modelled rates are well selected to 
represent the cryogenic risk. 

5.3.3.1.3 It should be noted that the term modelled rates 
is different from simulated rates, i.e. it is acceptable to 
simulate less than 9 rates with CFD and model the rest of 
the rates by appropriate interpolation techniques. The rates, 
leak locations, jet/spray directions that are dominating the 
cryogenic risk should be prioritized for CFD simulation.

5.3.3.2 Transient leak modelling

5.3.3.2.1 The development of the cryogenic spill from 
an initial leak is a strongly time dependent process. 

Accordingly, for all initial leak rate categories for all 
segments, the corresponding time dependent (transient) 
leak rates shall be calculated taking into account the 
pressure drop due to blow-down as well as time until 
isolation of the segment. For cryogenic pool events, the 
presence of drip trays, bunds and drainage capacity should 
be assessed for their effect on the duration and extension of 
the cryogenic exposure to be considered.

5.3.3.2.2 If a limited number of scenarios are selected as 
representative, the variation in inventory, phase,  pressure 
and temperature must be properly reflected.  The choice of 
the representative segments should be conservative, so that 
a higher risk estimate is expected than if all segments were 
modelled in detail. 

5.3.3.3 Location and direction of leak

5.3.3.3.1 A sufficient number of leak locations should be 
considered to cover different scenarios, e.g., leaks in the 
midship area and sides, leak directions, pool locations, etc. 
For liquid jets/spays and vapour leaks, at least one leak 
location associated with pressurised cryogenic equipment 
with 6 jet directions and at least 8 different wind conditions 
should be assessed for all investigated leak rates. However, 
symmetry/similarity considerations may be used to reduce 
the number of scenarios and leak locations. 

5.3.3.3.2 To estimate the cryogenic risk to personnel and 
assuming a weathervaning offshore unit, it is recommended 
that at least 8-12 different wind conditions should be 
assessed for all investigated leak rates because the different 
cryogenic vapour cloud hazard distance under different 
wind conditions could have an impact on the cryogenic 
risk estimation. If fewer wind conditions are modelled, 
these shall be the wind conditions that leads to the most 
conservative hazard distances.

5.3.4 Consequence modelling: CFD

5.3.4.1 The CFD model needs to be able to simulate pool 
spreading, jet/sprays and vapour dispersion to estimate the 
cryogenic hazard zones for personnel and the asset. In the 
event the ACRA only simulates a subset of scenarios with 
CFD, the analyst shall detail the assumptions and methods 
used to estimate the cryogenic hazard zones not simulated 
with CFD

5.3.4.2 A detailed CFD geometry model is of primary 
importance for accurate prediction of the hazard zones. 
Both the cryogenic vapour and liquid spills will be influenced 
by the presence of decks, bulkheads, support structures 
and equipment.  Hence these should be incorporated in the 
CFD geometry model (e.g. large equipment, walls, decks, 
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trenches, bunds,etc.). 

5.3.4.3 The cryogenic hazard zones for personnel with 
CFD can be defined similarly to integral methods. For 
cryogenic burns and cold vapour inhalation, the hazard 
zone is defined as the area exposed to temperatures below 
a defined temperature criterion value at which the tissue is 
assumed to be damaged. For asphyxiation, it is the area 
where the oxygen concentration falls below a defined oxygen 
concentration criterion at which personnel incapacitation 
starts

5.3.4.4 The cryogenic hazard zones for the asset are as well 
defined based on the time to DTBTT of the material. For the 
ACRA, the most common approach is to define the hazard 
zones similarly to the ICRA: 
a) for structures in contact with a cryogenic liquid, the time 
for a structural element to reach the DTBTT is considered 
near instantaneous, 
b) for structures in contact with the cryogenic vapour cloud, 
the cryogenic hazard zone needs to take into account the 
duration of the exposure to a temperature threshold value 
and the minimum duration becomes an assumption. 

5.3.4.5 The advantage of CFD for hazard zone estimation 
is that  with CFD, the hazard zones for personnel and the 
asset incorporate the presence of platform specifics in the 
modelling (such as equipment and structures) and provide 
full 3D hazard zone estimation, which is not possible with 
integral methods. Also, the CFD can calculate explicitly the 
thermal heat transfer from the cryogenic spill to the structure 
and give it as input to a finite element analysis (FEM) model 
to calculate the time to DTBTT for each structural element 
exposed to the cryogen (see Advanced CSP Optimisation – 
section 6.2)

5.3.4.6 High pressure 2-phase liquid leaks can be simulated 
with state-of-the-art CFD tools to calculate hazard zones. 
The simulation should incorporate models for droplet 
evaporation and potential rain out (pool formation). The 
droplet size distribution or the Sauter Mean Diameter 
considered in the different cryogenic spray failure case 
simulations shall be reported and the spray model used 
should be documented.

5.3.4.7 Cryogenic liquids dripping from higher elevations 
down to the lowest plated deck,  leading to potential pool 
spreading, should be modelled when applicable. The 
presence of drip trays, drainage systems and bunds should 
be taken into account in the modelling. If simplifications are 
done and the evaporation rate profile versus time of the pool 
is prescribed, it shall be justified and reported. 

5.3.4.8 The cryogenic hazard zones for personnel and assets 
may vary based on the modelling approach used by the 
analyst. Hence it is important that a subject matter specialist 
reviews and verifies the solution of the cryogenic scenarios 
prior to its use in cryogenic risk quantification. 

5.3.5 Risk assessment: 3D

5.3.5.1  Risk assessment for personnel

5.3.5.1.1 The cryogenic analysis needs to address the risks 
to personnel due to any of the hazards described in Table 
2. The CFD hazard zones for both vapour and liquid are 
combined with the cryogenic leak frequencies to quantify the 
frequency of personnel incapacitation per manned area and 
the unavailability of escape routes in 3D.

5.3.5.1.2 The fatal accident rate (FAR) in manned areas of the 
offshore unit due to a cryogenic spill, see Table 2, needs to 
be estimated per manned area. The cryogenic risk results for 
personnel (e.g. FAR) shall be compared against the project 
acceptance criteria, the risk drivers identified and mitigating 
measures recommended for ALARP process. To support 
this process cryogenic 2D risk contours and 3D visualisation 
of the cryogenic risk are advised to identify risk drivers and 
the effect of potential mitigating measures such as shielding, 
escape tunnels, drain boxes etc. 

5.3.5.1.3 The unavailability of personnel access ways, 
escape routes and refuge areas due to any of the hazards 
listed in Table 2 needs to be quantified and compared 
against the acceptance criteria such as loss of main safety 
functions. The presence of cold vapours and liquid spills onto 
escape routes could prevent safe evacuation of personnel in 
the event of an accidental cryogenic spill. This is especially 
important in offshore units due to the compact nature of 
the installation, where unavailability of stairs or blockage 
of dedicated escape ways could result in personnel being 
trapped and unable to evacuate.

5.3.5.1.4 Cryogenic exposure frequency for personnel 
versus time can be visualised with the use of 3D tools, e.g. 
2D contours at various deck elevations and platform levels 
or 3D iso surfaces of specific frequency values. Whereas 
cryogenic liquid impairment will be at a maximum almost 
instantaneously and gradually reduce as the leak rate 
reduces, the spreading of a liquid release on deck and its 
cryogenic vapour cloud will increase with time until the 
boiling rate is higher than the spill rate or until spreading 
is restricted by drains, scuppers  or other means. At some 
point, the combination of both spill rate and available heat 
to vaporise the liquid will create the maximum impairment 
of escape routes and from then gradually reduce.  Hence, 
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cryogenic exposure frequency versus time should be 
monitored. The cryogenic exposure frequency results versus 
time is also valuable for the EPA study.

5.3.5.1.5 As part of the cryogenic risk analysis, with or 
without a QRA update, recommendations and mitigating 
measures need to be proposed to reduce the cryogenic 
personnel risk to ALARP levels.

5.3.5.2  Risk assessment for asset

5.3.5.2.1 Brittle fracture of the asset’s structural elements is 
the main risk in the event of a cryogenic accidental release. 
Fracture of structural elements could impair main safety 
functions (e.g. main load bearing capacity, control room 
functions, shelter areas) and the accidental event escalate to 
a catastrophic scenario.

5.3.5.2.2 Structures in contact with the cryogen will degrade 
the material as they cool down and fracture could occur 
due to forces such as self-weight of the structure, module, 
equipment, vessel motions and accelerations which would 
not fracture the material at ambient temperatures. The time 
to cool down the structures to the steel’s DTBTT governs the 
cryogenic asset risk

5.3.5.2.3 A 3D cryogenic risk quantification with CFD 
consequence is a suitable method to identify the structures 
exposed, the extent of the exposure in all three directions 
(X,Y,Z), and any 3D modification of the cryogenic flow and 
risk patterns due to the presence of supports, structures, 
equipment, bulkheads, decks, etc.  This 3D quantification of 
the cryogenic risk with the influence of structures, equipment, 
and barriers is the first step towards CSP optimisation for 
offshore facilities.

5.3.5.2.4 The asset risk is calculated combining the 
cryogenic hazard zones for the asset with the cryogenic leak 
frequencies (e.g. from the QRA). 2D contours and 3D iso-
risk surfaces should be analysed. The cryogenic exposure 
frequencies on SCEs need to be estimated as well. Cryogenic 
exceedance curves (frequency versus duration of the 
cryogenic exposure) might need to be calculated to obtain 
the frequency of cryogenic exposure of the SCE considered 
for the project specific acceptance criterion.

5.3.5.2.5 The results from the ACRA for the asset need to 
be incorporated in the QRA of the facility to include the risk 
of escalation in the event trees. The cryogenic exposure 
frequency results versus time should also be used and 
valuable for the EPA study. Recommendations and mitigating 
measures need to be given to reduce the cryogenic risk to as 
low as reasonably practicable. 

5.3.5.2.6 Similarly to cryogenic personnel risk, the 
contribution of the cryogenic asset risk is to be compared 
to other facility risks to identify the overall risk drivers of the 
installation (e.g. explosion, fire). 

5.3.5.2.7 A holistic approach to risk quantification and 
overall risk mitigating measures for the facility is required, 
For example, the cryogenic vapour generated from an LNG 
leak could ignite and result in a vapour explosion. If the 
integrity of the main load bearing structures and barriers is 
not guaranteed or the steel is degraded during the cryogenic 
accidental event prior to ignition, the subsequent cryogenic 
vapour cloud explosion could lead to escalation at explosion 
loads lower than the structural dimensioning load calculated 
without cryogenic exposure and embrittlement of the 
structure. 

5.3.5.2.8 The LR Guidance Notes for the Calculation of 
Probabilistic Explosion Loads Ref/4/,  the Guidance Notes  
for Fire Loadings and Protection Ref./5/ and these Guidance 
Notes for Cryogenic Analysis provide a set of reference 
documents for optimisation of explosion, fire and cryogenic 
risks. 

■		 Section	6
  Cryogenic Spill Protection                                                                                                                                       
        Optimisation

■

6.1 General

6.1.1 Two different methods for CSP Optimisation are 
described in this Guidance Note: the Initial Cryogenic Spill 
Protection Optimisation and the Advanced Cryogenic 
Spill Protection Optimisation method. The former is more 
appropriate for an early and quick CSP Optimisation analysis 
and uses the ICRA results. The latter is more suitable for 
detailed CSP Optimisation processes and aims at reducing 
the CAPEX/OPEX. 

6.1.2 Even though the Guideline presents these two 
approaches, hybrid approaches that fall in between the Initial 
Cryogenic Spill Protection Optimisation (ICSPO) and the 
Advanced Cryogenic Spill Protection Optimisation (ACSPO) 
method might be used.
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6.2  Initial cryogenic spill protection 
optimisation

6.2.1.  The ICSPO study is a structural analysis exercise 
which checks the redundancy of the main load bearing 
structures design. The method requires input from the ICRA 
(see Section 5.1) to identify the areas most exposed to 
cryogenic asset risk, their cryogenic exposure frequencies 
and time/durations. 

6.2.2  The analysis aims at identifying the consequences 
of the failure of specific structural elements due to brittle 
fracture and whether the main load bearing structures (e.g. 
topside module) would remain in place or the initial accidental 
event would escalate (e.g. collapse of the topside module). 

6.2.3  The ICSPO study is based on a 3D FEM structural 
analysis. However, the ICRA for the asset is performed with 
2D based integral methods and a direct coupling with the 
3D FEM analysis is missing (e.g. heat transfer and transient 
cooling of the structure). 

6.2.4  The approach consists in performing a set of 
deterministic structural non-linear FEM simulations to 
estimate the criticality of the failure of the structural element 
and whether the surrounding structural elements would 
be able to absorb the overall structural load and prevent 
escalation. 

6.2.5  The selection of the deterministic FEM scenarios is 
an ad hoc exercise based on the experience of the structural 
analyst. Based on the outcome of the strain-stress FEM 
analysis, the analyst will find out whether escalation occurs 
or not. The overall redundancy of the structural design will 
govern the outcome of the analysis.  

6.2.6  The FEM calculations provide the consequence 
picture (e.g. clarification whether escalation occurs). There 
are several solutions to potential brittle fracture escalation 
such as: 
a) redesign the structure to introduce additional secondary 
elements to reinforce the overall structure in case of failure of 
a specific element, 
b) redistribution of equipment within the module to reduce 
point loads, 
c) protect the element with CSP to maintain its integrity.

6.2.7  Several structural designs and CSP protection 
coverage might need to be evaluated to find the optimal 
structural solution. The goal is to reduce the probability of 
escalation due to brittle fracture, being cost effective in the 
amount of steel work and CSP coverage. 

6.2.8  Due to the limitations of integral methods, the ICRA 

cannot provide transient heat transfer data to the 3D FEM 
analysis performed in the ICSPO. Therefore, the transient 
cooling of the structures, the location of the cold spots 
(brittle fracture) and the time to DTBTT cannot be estimated. 
This uncertainty is then counterbalanced with conservative 
assumptions, which are likely to revert in increased weight of 
the structure and steel costs.

6.2.9  All plant and equipment loads supported by the 
main load bearing structure needs to be considered in the 
analysis: weight of the structures, the presence of heavy 
equipment, vessel motions, accelerations, inventory weight 
and environmental loads such as ice are input to the FEM 
analysis.

6.3  Advanced cryogenic spill protection 
optimisation

6.3.1  About advanced methods

6.3.1.1 The ACSPO method builds on the ACRA with CFD 
described in Section 5. The ACRA identifies the structures 
most exposed to cryogenic asset risk with 3D CFD tools and 
estimates the cryogenic heat transfer to the structures. Then 
the ACSPO is run and thermal and structural simulations 
with FEM models are carried out to identify the CSP needs 
to maintain the main load bearing capacity of the structures 
exposed to cryogenic load and prevent escalation. 

6.3.1.2  The cryogenic spill scenarios to use for the ACSPO 
could be from a list of credible cryogenic scenarios identified 
in the ACRA, a dimensioning cryogenic load event, a 
cryogenic load with representative or largest inventory or 
others. In all cases, the cryogenic scenarios used for the 
thermal and non-linear structural analysis need to be clearly 
defined and documented in the ACSPO report. 

6.3.1.3  In the ACSPO approach, the structural element 
(or elements) where heat transfer and structural analyses 
are performed needs to be exposed to the representative 
cryogenic spill for that specific element, e.g. cryogenic pool, 
jet/spray or vapour load. Each of these spills has a different 
heat transfer to the structure; hence the time to DTBTT 
and the location of the cold spots will be different. Such 
differences might influence the need and actual coverage of 
the CSP.

6.3.1.4  The outcome of the ACSPO analysis is to identify 
the required CSP coverage to guarantee the integrity of the 
main load bearing structures (e.g. topside module) for a 
minimum time duration in case of an accidental cryogenic 
event. The analysis might identify loss of structural capacity 
for certain structural elements, but the optimised CSP 
coverage shall prevent escalation such as collapse of the 
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topside module, supports for important equipment, etc. 

6.3.1.5  Several methods can be used to estimate the 
cooling of the structural element exposed, e.g. assume a 
constant external surface temperature on the structural 
element to represent that it is in direct contact with the 
cryogenic liquid, or extract the transient cryogenic heat 
transfer to the structure from the Cryogenic CFD simulations, 
such as those in the ACRA. In paragraph 6.3.2, the most 
detailed approach with heat transfer data from CFD is 
described.

6.3.2  Cryogenic load with CFD

6.3.2.1  Based on the ACRA results, a set of representative 
cryogenic accidental leaks should be simulated with CFD 
on the high risk structural elements. The cryogenic CFD 
simulations will then calculate the cryogenic engulfment of 
the structures and the cryogenic temperatures mapped to the 
3D surface of the structural elements to give input to the heat 
transfer analysis. 

6.3.2.2  The CFD analysis incorporates the presence of 
equipment and structures, which influence the 3D thermal 
profile to the structure. Different leak positions and directions 
need to be considered for a robust CSP coverage in the 
event of a jet/spray leak. Several pool positions might be 
required as well.

6.3.3  Heat transfer and structural redundancy

6.3.3.1  Several FEM codes can calculate the thermal 
cooling of the structure (based on given heat flux input), 
the degradation of the material as the structure cools 
down, deactivate the specific structural elements once a 
cryogenic brittle fracture criterion is reached and assess 
the performance of the overall structure (e.g. topside) once 
such specific elements have failed. Such codes can be used 
to assess the criticality of the failure of specific structural 
elements and whether the main load bearing capacity will 
be maintained due to redistribution of the loads between 
neighbouring elements (structural redundancy analyses).

6.3.3.2  The code (or codes) involved in the heat transfer 
and structural redundancy calculations needs to be able to 
model, identify and calculate numerically the following key 
elements: 
• Calculate the transient cooling of the structure in 3D and how 
quick the cooling occurs;
• Update the material properties of the structure as it cools 
down;
• Identify primary and secondary cold spots as being potential 
locations of brittle fracture;
• Identify which structural elements could be affected by the 

cryogenic cooling, thus indicating the extension of the area 
affected;
 • Implement a robust numerical singularity scheme when an 
element is about to fail and its structural capacity about to be 
lost;
• Redistribute the loads among neighbouring elements when 
one structural element fails and 
 • Perform a non-linear analysis of the remaining structure with 
load redistribution to evaluate the potential loss of the main 
load bearing capacity of the overall structure (e.g. collapse of 
the topside). 
If the main integrity of the structure is lost, then either CSP 
needs to be applied or the main structure needs to be 
redesigned to guarantee the integrity.

6.3.3.3  The ultimate solution is a numerical scheme that 
follows the cryogenic event from the start of the leak to 
failure of specific structural elements. The numerical scheme 
or framework then solves the fluid dynamics, heat transfer 
and non-linear stress-strain which is likely to occur in a real 
cryogenic leak scenario.

■■■	 	 Section	7
  Uncertainty
 ■

7.1  General 

7.1.1  Experimental data for CFD model validation is more 
common for vapour dispersion than for liquid spreading, 
boiling and evaporation. For vapour dispersion, the Model 
Evaluation Protocol (MEP, Ref/2/) developed for the National 
Fire Protection Agency (NFPA) is in place to evaluate the 
validity of consequence models for LNG vapour dispersion 
(Burro, Coyote, Maplin Sands…). However adequate 
experimental data that can be used for model validation of 
pool spreading, boiling and evaporation is scarce. Hence, 
until more experimental data for liquid spreading and 
evaporation rates becomes available, CFD models (and 
also integral models) are to be based on sound scientific 
assessment and comparison with the limited experimental 
data available. 

7.1.2  As the knowledge on cryogenic spills moves forward 
with new experimental data, the uncertainty inherent to the 
limited experimental data available will be gradually reduced. 
It is important to note that “validation” actually means 
“failure, despite one’s best efforts, to invalidate the model” 
(HSE Ref/1/), hence the risk analyst, designer, and any 
personnel reviewing and using the results shall spend time 
understanding and challenging the results from the cryogenic 
consequence assessment (hazard zones with integral method 
or CFD) and ultimately the risk analysis. The quality of the
■
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■cryogenic risk reduction measures for an ALARP process 
and the input to design will depend on such review.
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